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Hands Off Mother Earth (H.O.M.E) is a
global campaign to defend our one
precious home, planet earth, against
the threat of geoengineering
experiments.
Join with us to send a clear message to
the geoengineers and to governments
worldwide that our home is not a
laboratory

“We know what is creating our problem with climate and we know the best solution, which is to
accept that mother nature, not governments or corporations sets the limits and we’ve got to meet
those limits. Geoengineering is Insane.” – David Suzuki, Candian Scientist, broadcaster and
activist.
I thank you for this initiative. If we have learned anything from the past, it is that while we are very clever at inventing
powerful new technologies, our knowledge of how the world works and is interconnected is almost zero.
So we do things like explode nuclear bombs over Japan and then discover years later there is a thing called
radioactive fallout, electromagnetic pulses of gamma rays and nuclear winter. We use DDT only to discover
biomagnification years later when eagles begin to die off. We use CFCs and years later discover impacts on the ozone
layer. The world is complex and tightly interconnected and our perturbations are alien impacts with enormous but
unpredictable repercussions.

We know what is creating our problem with climate and we know the best solution, which is to
accept that mother nature, not governments or corporations sets the limits and we’ve got to meet
those limits.
That’s the problem and that’s the solution. How we do it, is each society’s problem but nature dictates the conditions.
But we impose our political jurisdictions and our creations like economics as the driving conditions to be fulfilled by any
strategy Won’t work So instead we find ways that will allow us to carry on as we are and as the problem gets worse
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Sandra Boatman says:
April 23, 2010 at 3:26 am
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mauro oliveira says:
April 23, 2010 at 9:23 am

There are few scientists left in the world we can trust. Thank you David. YOU have been a Light
through the hubris of what the geoengineers call science.

Mahai'a Sol says:
April 23, 2010 at 4:24 pm

Thank you David for all you are doing. Say HI to Severn, my heroess.

mark bourgeois says:
April 23, 2010 at 6:18 pm

Is there any discussions about chemtrails or the gov’t sponsored aerosol spraying of the
atmosphere ?

youtube.com/stevedigiboytv says:
April 24, 2010 at 9:04 pm

J F Kennedy did more atmospheric tests than any other president, watch who you trust, idolize
and praise. The portrait/picture on this page out shadows the type!
A statement on a webpage is one thing but will he question the current spraying over Canada so
many have video taped blocking the sun? he has never been equally critical of the airlines regarding fuel
dumping or exhaust. I trust nothing he says as long as corporations and tax dollars pay his comfortable life.
Many are watching what he really will do to stop the experimentation over all humans on earth. He could be on
the CBC getting all environmental this week on the issue if he really cared about the planet and us. Does
Pembina fund David Keith (Calgary geoengineer) as well? look into that.

Freedom742 says:
April 25, 2010 at 3:55 pm

Here we have the same old story, Dave is great because he doesn’t believe in Geo-engineering
but believes the fraud Al Gore who was taken to court and lost in the U.K. . Please do yourself a
favor if you still believe in “Global Warming” at least take the time and look at the facts yourself
and compare the temperatures from years past to today, you WILL FIND the temperature has been decreasing
over the years and not rising. Why is it cooler now than in the bronze age? Did they put out more C02 back
then? Again see http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/climateData/generate_chart_e.html?
Prov=XX&timeframe=1&StationID=1750&Type=line&MeasTypeID=temp&Month=3&Day=3&Year=2007&cmdB1=Go
and see for yourself.
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